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Approved bottoms: Dress/casual/corduroy “docker” style pants, or denim Jeans that are 
appropriately sized, and worn at the natural waist. All pants must be a solid and can be 
any color. 



NON-APPROVED BOTTOMS: Cargo pants/ shorts, baggy pants, military fatigues 
(Camoflauge), sweat pants,wind pants, flannel pants, yoga/stretch pants, and faux jeans. 



Non-approved Bottoms: Cargo pants/ shorts, baggy pants, military fatigues 
(Camoflauge), sweat pants,wind/ track pants, flannel pants, yoga/stretch pants, and faux 
jeans. 

 



APPROVED SKIRTS/DRESSES: All skirts must extend to the top of the knee and 
cover from the collar bone to the base of the torso. Yoga/ stretch, spandex, or leggins 
under length appropriate skirt/dress is acceptable.



NON-APPROVED SKIRTS/DRESSES: All skirts must extend to the top of the knee 

and cover from the collar bone to the base of the torso. 



APPROVED SHIRTS:  Acceptable shirts include: “polo” shirts (short or long-

sleeve), casual button-down shirts (short or long-sleeve), solid tee, Henley shirts.  All polos, tee shirts, sweat 

shirts, and sweaters are limited to a 3”x 3” logo.  No other graphics are permitted on any other part of the 

shirt. Wyoming Area Spirit Wear Shirts (without a hood and as originally purchased, not ripped, torn, cut, or 

altered) are acceptable.

 



NON-APPROVED SHIRTS: All shirts must cover from the collar bone to the base of 
the torso. 



APPROVED SWEATSHIRTS/SWEATERS: Crewneck sweaters and sweatshirts may be 
worn without an approved collar underneath. Turtleneck and “mock” turtleneck sweaters are 
permitted. Wyoming Area Spirit Wear Shirts (without a hood and as originally purchased, not ripped, torn, cut, 

or altered) are acceptable.



NON-APPROVED SWEATSHIRTS/SWEATERS: Hooded sweatshirts are absolutely 
not permitted.  Any sweatshirts with graphics other than the approved size are also not 
permitted.



SWEATSHIRTS/ SWEATERS: V-neck sweaters are permitted only with an approved  shirt 
underneath. 



SWEATSHIRTS/ SWEATERS: V-neck and Cardigan sweaters are permitted only with an 
approved shirt underneath. 

Permitted Not-Permitted



Track jackets, ¼ zips, and blazers may be worn with an approved shirt 
underneath.



SHORTS: Shorts may be worn and must be knee length.  Athletic and cargo shorts are 
not permitted. 

Permitted Not Permitted



SHORTS: Shorts may be worn.  Athletic and cargo shorts are not permitted.

Permitted Not Permitted



BELTS: Must be a solid color. No emblems or logos are permitted. Belt buckles cannot 

excess 2” by 2”. 



Shoes: Some style of shoes/sneakers must be worn at all times. Open-toes shoes are not 
recommended. Flip  flops and shoes without backs are prohibited at any time. Any 
footwear that poses a safety hazard is not permitted. 



SHOES: Some style of shoes/sneakers must be worn at all times. Open-toes shoes are not 
recommended. Flip flops and shoes without backs are prohibited at any time. Any 
footwear that poses a safety hazard is not permitted.

Not Recommended:



SHOES: Some style of shoes/sneakers must be worn at all times. Open-toes shoes are not 
recommended. Flip flops and shoes without backs are prohibited at any time. Any footwear 
that poses a safety hazard is not permitted.

Not Permitted



Welcome Back!  Let’s Make this a Great Year!


